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Over the last decade, many countries implemented various initiatives to bring their scientific community to
develop more research projects addressing end-user needs. This shift in priorities gave rise to new expressions
such as « actionable science », « co-production of knowledge » etc. This phenomenon is noteworthy in climate
and climate change related research due to the pressing needs for societies to both adapt to climate change and
quickly reduce greenhouse gases emissions. Although the attempt to include users into their projects made perfect
sense, academic and even governmental researchers have often been overwhelmed by the “language barrier”, the
variety of needs, and the magnitude of the viewpoint change required to provide salient, credible and legitimate
information to decision makers. In addition, many researchers worry that their growing involvement with users
might jeopardize the progress of their own scientific interests and slowdown their academic careers.
User′s needs are not necessarily well defined nor solely driven by scientific issues. They are a more or less complex
mixture of short-term obligations like the sudden realization that an imminent decision needs to take climate
change into account, long-term concerns about their risks and vulnerabilities, and knowledge gaps involving
interdisciplinary inputs and communication challenges. In this context, the emergence of boundary organizations
is a convincing approach to build the interface between science and end users. Since a single individual or even a
single organization is rarely able to completely fulfill user′s expectations, this presentation will show how strong
and productive links between academia, boundary organization and users can stimulate knowledge transfer among
all parties. To that purpose, examples will be taken from the 15-year existence of Ouranos Consortium on Regional
Climatology and Adaptation to Climate Change (Montreal, Canada). We will see how Ouranos′ staff –with varied
expertise in vulnerabilities, impacts and adaptation, regional climate modeling and climate services– interacts
with their partners in several climate related studies.


